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MamAmor Dolls are handcrafted birthing, breastfeeding 

and babywearing dolls. These works of love are crafted 

with the highest quality materials available. They have 

soft, fair trade, organic cotton skin, hand spun wool hair, 

embroidered faces, and one of a kind clothes. The dolls 

teach children the basics of childbirth and breastfeeding 

without giving too many details. They demonstrate 

births (including Cesarean births), breastfeeding and 

babywearing. All ethnicities are represented and the 

dolls are adaptable to suit the diversity of a wide range  

of families. They are an excellent tool to prepare siblings 

for the arrival of a new family member, for professionals 

to teach about birth, breastfeeding and/or babywearing, 

or for healing from a traumatic birth. MamAmor Dolls  

capture moments in time, and prepare for exciting  futures.

The 

Nature of  Birth,
The 

Gift of  Breastfeeding,
The 

Bond of  Babywearing,
or all of the above.

MamAmor Dare to Inspire Kit was created for MamAmor Dolls © 2016

Graphic design and Layout: Heather Pinay, www.authentically.ca 

Photography credits: Rebecca Lippiatt and Adam Pinay
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Adriana Guerra is the owner and Creator of 

MamAmor Dolls. In 2007 she was expecting  

her third child while studying to be a Birth 

Doula. In one of her 

classes she came 

across a handmade 

birthing doll. She was 

so taken with it that 

she decided to create 

her own. 

It was such a useful 

tool in preparing her 

two older children for 

her own upcoming birth that she made 

more dolls to use in her Doula practice.

In 2008, after many changes were made to 

the original pattern, and many hours were 

invested dreaming about the dolls, the name 

MamAmor Dolls was born. Adriana began to 

bring the dolls to parenting, birthing and 

breastfeeding events and conferences, and 

the business began to grow.

Adriana shares her passion for birth by 

accompanying parents through the process 

of giving birth and by hand-crafting these 

amazing dolls. “I believe that birth is a normal 

life event, that breastfeeding is a human 

right, and that bonding early with your child 

is the foundation of a lifelong loving and 

trusting relationship. My desire is to share 

these beliefs with families and soon-to-be 

parents through education and play with 

MamAmor Dolls.”

The Birth of MamAmor

In Local News:

“I believe that birth is a 

normal life event, that 

breastfeeding is a human 

right, and that bonding 

early with your child is the 

foundation of a lifelong loving 

and trusting relationship.” 

  Adriana’s Story

Adriana and her MamAmor Dolls. 
Photograph by Shaughn Butts , Edmonton Journal.

“It would be great if every daycare and elementary 
school had a MamAmor Doll, to show kids, in a very 

simplified way, how babies arrive in the world. Guerra 
even makes a VBAC (vaginal birth after cesarean) 

version of the doll, and a Papamor, which educates 
children that fathers also carry babies... 

I would love for my son to horse around with one of 
these dolls (if he can bear to put down his cars for a 
few minutes). Childbirth need not be portrayed as 

frightening or gross to children. There’s already enough 
in this world to freak them out.”

-Elizabeth Whithey, Edmonton Journal
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Thanks to the love and support of family and friends, and MamAmor 

Dolls’ loyal customers, we are touching the lives of thousands globally; 

we are now in over 30 countries! They educate, normalize, and help 

women prepare for birth and breastfeeding and help women to heal 

from bir ths which did not go as planned.

MamAmor Around the Globe
  Now in Over 30 Countries!

From children grasping new concepts through the magic of play, to the mother reflecting on her 

birth; MamAmor dolls are touching the hearts of thousands all around the world.

“Adriana, I cannot stop crying. Everything is perfect.  She is exquisite.  The babies 
are darling.  Every detail is wondrous and magnificent.  Each picture is captivating.  

Everything...  Oh, it’s all just perfect. Thank you, so much, thank you, for your commitment 
and tremendous giftings.  I cannot wait to share these photos and I cannot wait to hold 

them.”

 - Heidi Faith, Stillbirthday Doula

To me, these dolls are the epitome of childbirth, motherhood and the sacred relationship 
between mother and baby. I am thrilled to have these dolls and I look forward to passing 

them down in my family for generations to come.

- MamAmor Doll Owner

Excellent! Easy website payment, prompt shipping and beautiful packaging and little extra 
included. I loved communicating with Adriana. Our friend Heartlove, as she was named by 

my daughter was more gorgeous “than I could have imagined.”

- MamAmor Doll Owner

As a doula, childbirth educator and student midwife, I have found these dolls to be quite 
useful in my practice. Some of my clients have used the dolls to explain the birth process to 
their children and to share the story of their child’s/children’s birth with them. I’ve used the 

dolls to demonstrate what position their baby is in, and each of my clients have enjoyed 
holding the dolls and playing with their hair.

- MamAmor Doll Owner, Birth Professional
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Five to Fabulous
MamAmor Dolls is proud to be completely Canadian-made. We provide jobs for women 

throughout Canada to sew, design, and bring our dolls to life.

Providing Jobs for Women
  Empowering them all along

Together, we are happy to bring to life all these mamas and babies for 
you to enjoy; we are very proud of what we do. Our Mama Helpers have 
been an integral part of making our dolls come to life in Canada.

1
First, the dolls bodies are sewn with the highest 

quality cotton skin in four different skin tones. The 

seams are sewn several times to ensure a durable 

doll that will stand up to play. The dolls bodies are 

then filled, assembled, and finessed. The women 

who craft these dolls are very proud of what they 

do and have contributed to the growing success 

and possibilities of MamAmor. Some of the new 

mamas on the team design outfits, and even our 

new puppies and kittens. We could not do what 

we do without our Mama Helpers.

2
The majority of the dolls Wool hair is sheared, 

cleaned, dyed and spun in Adriana’s home 

country of Uruguay by Manos del Uruguay, a 

Fair Trade company. It is 100% organic and the 

women who spin it are proud to  provide for their 

families. If a doll is requested with textures of hair 

not available, sometimes local wool or locally 

purchased yarn is supplemented.

3When the dolls bodies are ready, Mama Helpers 

sew the luxurious wool onto the new dolls. Then 

the beautiful faces are embroidered by hand. 4
The clothing is handcrafted by the mama helpers 

in Alberta, Canada.

Sweaters, cardigans and the MamAmor Doll shoes 

are lovingly hand knit or crocheted by two Mama 

Helpers in Adriana’s home town in Uruguay.

Flowers for the MamAmor Dolls’ hair are crafted 

by Meghann from Flourish Hair Accessories in 

Canada. 5The last step in the process is where the dolls 

all come together and is done at the hands of 

Adriana herself. Outfits are pressed, hair is styled, 

and dolls are dressed and photographed for 

sale. Each doll is an unique work of love.
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MamAmor Dolls A Variety of Dolls to Love!

The Original DesignBirthing and Breastfeeding Dolls:
MamAmor Dolls give birth through an elastic opening and can breastfeed 

with snaps on both the mama’s nipples and the baby’s mouth. 

• Demonstrate vaginal birth (including breech and posterior 

presentation births).

• Breastfeed their newborns and demonstrate several 

breastfeeding positions.

• Carry their babies in a sling, or any other baby carrier.

MamAmor Dolls are created individually, carefully handcrafted one by one. 

There are unique, one of a kind pieces of art, reflecting the skill and spirit of 

the makers in the overall product. There are a variety of options available to 

suit your family or business from Birthing and Breastfeeding to Babywearing 

Only. Each doll has a unique character and is between 18 and 20 inches in 

height. MamAmor Dolls are ethnically diverse and skin tones range from 

peach, blush, tan or brown. Their soft woolen hand spun hair can be short, 

shoulder length, or long and worn in a variety of styles.

Birthing  dolls come with a placenta that snaps into place 

on baby’s belly button!  This helps to explain how babies are 

nourished  and cared for before they are born.

“My daughter is 21 months and she loves her MamAmor doll…She 
likes to birth the baby… she still just loves the dolls and often ask me to 
help her put the baby in the sling or to snap the umbilical cord onto the 

bellybutton. I love how this doll makes things that are “taboo” in our 
culture (like placenta) common place for my daughter. She will never 
be grossed out by a placenta and she already understands that it is 

part of the reproductive process, thanks to this doll!”

- MamAmor Doll Owner
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Breastfeeding DollsNourishing a Child

MamAmor Breastfeeding Dolls demonstrate breastfeeding and can 

wear their babies but do not have an elastic opening. 

• Demonstrate breastfeeding in all positions.

• Carry their babies in a sling or other baby carrier.

• These dolls do not demonstrate pregnancy or birth.

Focused on Bonding

• Carry their babies in a sling or other baby carrier.

• Demonstrate mother’s interactions with their babies.

• These dolls do not demonstrate pregnancy or birth.

MamAmor Babywearing Dolls are perfect for demonstrating babywearing. 

They do not have an elastic opening and they do not have a snap for the 

nipples or mouth of the baby; instead the babies have embroidered smiles.

Babywearing Dolls

The stories we tell are personal and our customers enjoy the 

personalization MamAmor Dolls offers. Breastfeeding Only Dolls, 

and Babywearing Only Dolls are just as beautiful as the original 

but do not demonstrate pregnancy or birth.

A Doll For Everyone
Leaving More to the Imagination

“I have not yet seen a better quality and beautifully made doll. I love the curves and 
all the choice of hair and fabrics! Everything was perfect. Love the homely touches of 

tea bags certificates!”

MamAmor Doll Owner

“Above all [I purchased our doll] for the choice of beautiful dolls of many ethnicities. 
I am Caucasian and I breastfeed my adopted daughter, who has dark skin. Her birth 

mother carried her in her womb, but was unable to breastfeed her. My goal is to 
build a family of dolls to represent my daughter, the mother that birthed her, and the 

mother that nursed her.” 

MamAmor Doll Owner
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A Complete Picture 
MamAmor Families

• Demonstrate VBAC, (including breech and posterior 

presentation VBAC).

• Demonstrate Cesarean Birth (Velcro or zipper opens) 

or have a closed embroidered scar.

• Breastfeed their newborns and demonstrate 

breastfeeding positions.

• Carry their babies in a sling or other baby carrier.

Another Way to Birth

MamAmor VBAC (Vaginal Birth after Cesarean) Dolls are the perfect 

tool to demonstrate different ways babies can be born, and the 

differences between cesarean birth and VBAC (Vaginal Birth After 

Cesarean). These dolls vary in design and use either Velcro, a zipper, 

or can be ordered with an embroidered incision.

VBAC Dolls
MamAmor Dolls capture a moment in time representing a wide variety 

of ethnicities, birthing options, and clientele. From dolls who give 

birth and breastfeed, to those who are strictly babywearing, there is 

truly something for everyone. In addition, MamAmor is now making 

PapAmor Dolls, Toddler Dolls,  Girl Dolls and Boy dolls. 

“I was really struggling with the emotional pain of having had a 
cesarean. As I approached my next birth my MamAmor VBAC doll 
helped me to celebrate the way I was able to give birth and how I 

hoped to give birth to my next child.” 

- MamAmor VBAC Doll Owner [I purchased] for my daughter to have a doll that 
represented her family (black/white child, white 
mom). I am expecting my second child and want 
my two year old to be able to explore the concept 
of pregnancy and birth as well as his role as a big 

brother.

- MamAmor Doll Owner

“My Custom family was the perfect way to honour 
the way I was able to give birth and celebrate the 

completion of our family.” 

- MamAmor Custom Family Owner

“I LOVE LOVE LOVE these dolls. I originally saw 
them at a conference and fell in love with both 

them and Adriana! The dolls are beautiful, 
handmade, and contribute to education and 

empowerment of women and children in 
celebration of birth.” 

- MamAmor Doll Owner

“They embody the spirit of the beauties in life 
about which I am most passionate.”

- MamAmor Doll Owner
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A Growing FamilyMamAmor Puppies & Kittens

Endless PossibilitiesMamAmor Mini
MamAmor Minis are smaller, lighter weight, simplified 

versions of the MamAmor Classic. Their size and design, 

without little snaps and pieces make them perfect for 

little hands. Toddlers especially love to tote these soft little 

families around.

• Demonstrate birth in different 

presentations through their 

opening.

• Have embroidered breasts and 

nipples, encouraging role play.

• Light weight bodies welcome 

snuggles and are easy to carry.

• Have babies with matching hair 

and abstracted body shape - 

nurturing creative play.

• 13 inches in length, they come 

with a simplified sling and a 

beautiful cotton dress.

MamAmor Puppies & Kittens are the 

perfect, soft educational toys that your 

child will love. There are small pieces on 

these 9 inch pets, with 2.5 inch puppies 

and kittens, making them suitable for 

children aged three and up. 

• Give birth and nurslings can 

drink their mother’s milk via 

embroidered teats. 

• Comes with a cute pillow for the 

mama to give birth and feed her 

babies on. 

• Includes a placenta and cord that 

can be detached. 

• Come in four different colours.
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MamAmor Babies have been crafted for little ones who are expecting (or have) a newborn sibling. They are a fantastic 

toy for children to learn and practice caring for a newborn.  They are perfect for children of all ages who love to role-play 

as families. With their own soft, cotton baby doll, children can imitate adults changing diapers, practicing baby wearing, 

and even giving the baby a bath.

• Babies are 17 inches tall. 

• There are no small parts on these babies, 

making them appropriate for children of all 

ages. 

• Babies are genderless. 

Did You Know?
The benefits of having a natural baby doll extend beyond role-play? 

For a senior going through a second childhood, having a warm, soft 

doll can be comforting. For a child with sensory differences, such 

as an Autistic child or teenager, learning to be gentle by practicing 

with a doll is safe and  beneficial. 

In addition, these dolls make great companions in a breastfeeding 

or babywearing class - giving a life size representation of a newborn.

Shhh.... Baby is SleepingMamAmor Babies

10
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MamAmor Box MamAmor Box MamAmor Box
Classic Classic Plus Minis

Watch For Them

New to MamAmor

Semi-Custom Dolls!

Subscription Boxes
Give your doll a regular makeover with our new subscription boxes!  

All subscription boxes include new products like dresses,  

flower hair clips, scarves, pajamas, bedding, jewelry, aprons and 

 ponchos so your doll can build her wardrobe!

Up and coming are  our new Semi-Custom Dolls! Have you seen a doll 

in our store and wished she had different hair, eyes, or a skin tone? Get 

the features you want with a Semi-Custom Doll. Coming soon.

11
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1

MamAmor Dolls Clientele
  So Many Reasons to Buy!

47% of MamAmor Dolls are purchased for children. Developed 

with the purpose of sibling preparation in mind, the dolls are 

a simple, powerful tool to explain birth in as much or as little 

detail as desired. Role play allows children to come to their own 

understanding about birth and helps to normalize it.  MamAmor 

Dolls demonstrate birthing, breastfeeding, and babywearing and 

can be customized to represent family values. They show ethnic 

diversity and can be ordered to match any family situation. For 

a child, male or female, curious about birth, these dolls are the 

perfect tool to answer questions truthfully while keeping it 

simple.

MamAmor dolls are an educational tool, an inspiring toy, an excellent way to celebrate and 

heal, and a kind warm thank you gift for Doulas and Midwives. A wide variety of clients enjoy 

our dolls: for play, display, and education. 

“I have always wanted one as they looked amazing. I found the perfect 
opportunity when I was expecting my second child and wanted to use it as a 

teaching tool for him to understand more about birth.” 

MamAmor Doll Owner

“[The doll is] beautiful and it shows my little girls that birth and breastfeeding 
is natural and wonderful.” 

 MamAmor Doll Owner

“I am expecting my 2nd child and want my 21 month old to be able to explore 
the concept of pregnancy and birth as well as his role as a big brother.”

 MamAmor Doll Owner

For Children
And Future Siblings

The leading reason for purchasing MamAmor Dolls continues to be for 

children.  Children learn through play. By simulating the experiences of 

birth, breastfeeding, and babywearing, they can be better prepared to 

become a sibling. Normalizing these processes can even help them in 

adulthood should they have the joy of becoming parents themselves.

Did You Know?
Children learn right to left. This means 

they use the creative parts of their brains 

associate with play, music, and language 

(Right Brain) and their minds are able to take 

this information and translate it into the part 

of their brains responsible for reasoning, 

logic, and order (Left Brain). This means that 

almost all logical understanding that children 

acquire has been inspired by creative play or 

engaging their creative side. 

What better way for a child to understand 

the magic of birth, the beautiful gift of 

breastfeeding, and the bond of babywearing, 

than to demystify these acts through play.

MamAmor Dolls is passionate about engaging 

children through play and encouraging 

sibling bonding - even before the new baby 

arrives. We provide sibling preparation tips for 

free when you sign up for our newsletter.
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2
39% of MamAmor Dolls are purchased by mothers (or a mother/doula, mother/

midwife) for herself. These dolls can help celebrate birth victories and can be a 

comforting companion on a healing journey for mothers whose births did not 

go according to plan. They are a symbol of a season of life. They embody, with 

softness and beauty, a specific and special time for a woman. From celebrating 

their own stories to overcoming painful traumas, mamas like to have these dolls for 

themselves as well as for their children.

Mothers & Professionals A Gift for Family 

A Gift for a Helper

“I bought my dolls for myself” “I bought  a doll for my niece.”

“I bought a doll for my OB”

“[I wanted a MamAmor Doll] to celebrate my twin births” –MamAmor 
Doll Owner

“Wanted to honor myself as a mama and wanted my son to have a doll 
that demonstrated his journey.” –MamAmor Doll Owner

“I wanted a special reminder of my last birth. And I’ve wanted one for a 

long time.” –MamAmor Doll Owner

3
The third most popular reason MamAmor Dolls are purchased is for family 

members and friends. These dolls are a wonderful gift for children, grandchildren, 

nieces, nephews, sisters, etc. Perfect for children whose mothers are expecting or 

for a new mother herself. Unique stories can be, and continue to be, celebrated 

with equally unique MamAmor dolls.

“It’s a wonderful teaching tool for kids, they very naturally learn about 
pregnancy and birth” –MamAmor Doll Owner

“…I like the idea of a doll that can have a baby and give birth and 
breastfeed him afterwards. It is instructive, realistic and beautiful and 

good for my children to play with.” –MamAmor Doll Purchaser

4
As our dolls demonstrate birthing, breastfeeding and babywearing in a non-

intimidating way, they are a thoughtful gift useful in practice for Doulas, Midwives, 

Obstetricians, Lactation Consultants, Teen Pregnancy counselors, and a variety of 

other mama helpers. As these people play an important role in childbirth advocacy 

and supporting women through some of the most magical seasons of life, a 

MamAmor Doll is a heartfelt way to say thank you, and is useful as an educational 

tool in their practices.

 “[I purchased MamAmor Dolls] for my friend who is an aspiring midwife 
and for another friend who is an OB/GYN because all OBs should have a 

doll like this!” –MamAmor Doll Purchaser

“I purchased my doll for teaching purposes [sexual health educator].” 
–MamAmor Doll Owner

“My midwife meant so much to me and I wanted her to have a unique 
and special gift.” –MamAmor Doll Purchaser
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“The dolls, which can be custom-made with any variety of hair, skin and eye colors... Made 
of soft cloth, with an elastic vaginal opening, each doll comes with a baby within, along 

with a woven umbilical cord and a placenta. There is a snap on the newborn dolly’s mouth 
and a corresponding one where the Mommy dolly’s nipple would be, so that the infant can 

breast-feed.”

Lisa Belkins, The New York Times

“…Explaining natural childbirth can be confusing for toddlers and awkward for parents... 
the best way to explain the new arrival is with a MamAmor Doll.” 

Urja Dave, Parents Magazine

“If you’re a natural birth advocate, breastfeeding guru, or baby-wearing addict, these dolls 
will make you smile. Either as a collector’s item or for your child, they present a new, more 

natural way of looking at doll-play.”

Christie Haskell, Cafe Mom

“Simplicity was a key focus for Guerra. She wanted her children to understand the basics, 
without being overwhelmed with too much confusing detail....By including education at a 

young age, Guerra believes a child’s comfort level when it comes to experiences like childbirth 
and breastfeeding will be improved.” 

Emily Mertz, Global News

“‘I actually think it’s kind of fabulous, especially if your mommy is going to have a baby 
and you’re wondering what’s going to happen’ says therapist Jennifer Kolari of Connected 

Parenting in Toronto...For parents who are happy to talk with their children about childbirth, 
Kolari says ‘it’s a simple way of allowing them to learn about real-life experiences through 

play.’.. The doll is beautiful. It’s all about education.”

Andrea Gordon, Toronto Star

 “MamAmor [Dolls] are made as educational dolls for [children]… who are awaiting the 
arrival of a new sibling. They can be custom-made... to any hair, eye and skin colour, along 

with the clothing and accessories.”

Carley Fortune, Toronto Life

“MamAmor - that's his name - plays an educational and pedagogical role... Everything 
is there: the round belly, opening  to deliver the baby, the umbilical cord connecting the 

newborn to the mother, a system in the breasts of the mother and baby's mouth to allow 
breastfeeding.

Anne-Marie Yvon, Radio Canada
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We Want to Hear From You.

A D R I A N A  G U E R R A
13912 109A Avenue

Edmonton, AB

T5M 2K3

Canada

780-716-4457

info@mamamordolls.com

Contact Us:


